
1
STAGING AND STYLE

You are a film director. Today the script requires four of your characters to have a con-

versation around a dinner table. How might you stage and shoot it?

You could place the camera a fair distance back and record the scene in one continu-

ous shot. This can be e‹cient if your actors know their lines well; no need to change

camera positions and relight several shots. But people tend to arrange themselves on all

sides of a table, so unless you set up a Last Supper composition, at least one person will

be facing away from us. What if that person has some important lines? Even if that per-

son merely reacts to others, don’t we want to see his or her face occasionally? Finally, what

if during postproduction you decide that the pace is too sluggish? If you want to elimi-

nate some dead spots, you’ll have to cut, but if you film one long take you have no shots

to insert.

So you consider presenting your dinner-table scene in several shots. You might give

each character a separate shot—what American filmmakers call a “single”—whenever

that character speaks or reacts. This was a common solution in the 1920s, and it worked

well for silent film, since a single could specify the source of a dialogue intertitle, and fa-

cial expression added important information about how we are to understand the line

(see Figs. 1.1–1.3). In Japan Ozu Yasujiro happily refined this approach well into the sound

era (Figs. 1.4–1.5). Still, cutting together many singles may create a choppy feel, and it

doesn’t cover every eventuality. When two characters seated side by side start to chat, you

may want a shot that includes both. Then singles can be reserved for underscoring a key

line or facial expression. Sometimes, too, you will want to remind the audience of where
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characters are sitting by angling the camera to show a bit of one, say a shoulder or an el-

bow, in the foreground while the shot favors the character opposite.

So you’ve decided to break your dinner-table scene into a variety of shot scales, some

showing several characters, others picking out one or two. In eªect, you’ve come up with

the solution developed in the “classical” age of sound filmmaking in most countries around

the world (Figs. 1.6–1.8), and it remains one salient option.1

Whether you shoot only singles or a mixture of singles and more distant framings,

you confront some problems. For the sake of speed and economy it’s best to film shots

taken from a single camera setup all at once, regardless of where they’ll eventually cut

into the scene. If we are going to use several two-shots of Anna and Bart in the course

of the scene, we should shoot all of those in a batch. Then we shift the camera angle to

film all our shots of Anna alone before shifting again to shoot all our singles of Bart. In

sum, we will shoot each actor’s lines, gesture, and glances “out of continuity.”
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1.1 A prototypical solution to the dinner-table problem
in the silent era: a long shot shows the entire family.

1.2 Then “singles” take over, first isolating the 
daughter . . .

1.3 . . . then her father (Are Parents People? 1925). 1.4 Late Autumn (1960): conversation around the
dinner table . . .



Filming around a table in this fashion consumes a lot of production time. Kevin Ba-

con, actor turned director, complains: “It’s a real pain in the ass to shoot dining-room

scenes because you’ve got to go all the way around the room with coverage.”2 This solu-

tion is also hard on the actors, who must break their performances into pieces taken out

of chronological order. Moreover, as the scene progresses, people are eating, drinking,

putting down napkins, and indulging in other bits of business. If an actor waves her fork

in a two-shot, she ought to wave it the same way in the over-the-shoulder shot, which

might be filmed days later. If an actor drinks half a glass of wine in one shot, the glass

had better be half-empty in the next shot (even if that shot’s setup was taken days before).

“If you film such scenes without preparation,” notes Kitano Takeshi, “the moment you

change camera position, the hands, for instance, will be positioned diªerently, and you

risk not being able to match the diªerent takes.”3 The script supervisor (formerly known

as the script girl) is charged with keeping track of shot-to-shot continuity, but there are
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1.5 . . . handled in singles in the US silent manner. 1.6 Meet Me in St. Louis (1944): the irate father, flanked
by his shamed son and daughter . . .

1.7 . . . confronts the womenfolk who have deceived
him. Minnelli covers the scene by splitting the table 
in half.

1.8 A closer view emphasizes the father’s protest: “Just
when was I voted out of this family?”



so many details involved that most dinner-table scenes will contain mismatches.4 “If you’ve

got a lot of people around a table,” remarks Anna Campion, “it can honestly drive you

mental.”5

The problems of matching eyelines, props, and movements are so great that con-

temporary filmmakers often take a diªerent tack: filming the meal with a camera circling

the table to pass from character to character at the proper moment. You might use rather

lengthy arcing movements, as Woody Allen does in Hannah and Her Sisters (1985), or you

might try for the sort of briefer moving shots that Quentin Tarantino uses in the open-

ing of Reservoir Dogs (1994, Figs. 1.9–1.10). One contemporary directing manual recom-

mends the circling camera as the best way to dodge the numerous matching problems

raised by “the dinner-table conundrum.”6 Yet, like all solutions, this one closes oª other

options. If you handle the conversation in lengthy spiraling shots, the pace of the scene

can’t later be tightened or slowed by cutting. If you cut up the roaming shots, then the

old di‹culties of continuity reappear. Reservoir Dogs avoids some of these problems by

tightly framing the gang members’ faces so that we can’t see the food on their plates, and

their hands become visible only sporadically. Tarantino has explained that he used the

moving camera so that “you don’t quite get a bearing on anybody, who’s talking, who are

these people, you’re slightly confused.”7 In making these choices, however, he has relin-

quished actors’ byplay with food and drink, an important component of Ozu’s and Min-

nelli’s scenes. Every choice eliminates certain possibilities.

The dinner-table conundrum can stand as an emblem for many types of scenes. You

face the same decisions if you’re shooting a poker game, or a gang planning a heist, or

o‹cers in GHQ poring over a map of enemy territory, or mourners gathered around a

grave. Whenever three or more characters surround a common site, the problems of stag-

ing and shooting and editing will be similar. To solve these problems, filmmakers have

developed fairly standardized craft practices—stylistic routines that I’ll be calling schemas.8

Classical continuity filming provides two principal schemas: the silent-era approach em-

phasizing singles, and the more mixed sound-cinema strategy. The circular tracking shots

now common for such scenes provide a third schema, also grounded in assumptions about

spatial continuity.
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1.9 Reservoir Dogs (1992): as the camera arcs around
the table, it picks up one robber explicating a Madonna
song. Shoulders gliding by in the foreground help mask
cuts.

1.10 Another robber, still seen in a lateral tracking
shot, reacts skeptically.



Are these the only schemas available? Perhaps we passed over one option too quickly.

Suppose we shot our dinner-table scene with a stationary camera, set somewhat back, in

a single take, as in the South Korean film The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors (a.k.a.

Oh, Su-jeong! 2000). Our three main characters are at a drinking party, with everyone

gathered around one low table. The entrepreneur Jae-hoon and the television director

Yeong-su are both carrying on aªairs with Yeong-su’s assistant, Su-jeong. Late in the

evening we get a shot showing all three ranged along one side of the table, with another

woman in the left foreground and a young man turned from us in the right foreground

(Fig. 1.11).

Director Hong Sang-soo presents the entire scene in an unmoving take lasting ninety-

six seconds. He thereby forfeits the advantages of editing (tightening up the pace in post-

production, cutting to closer views to underscore a line or reaction) and camera move-

ment (highlighting one reaction after another, “giving energy” to the scene). And although

the composition turns two characters away from us, it favors three other figures rather

than only one, so Hong will have to rely almost entirely on ensemble performance. At

the start of the scene the somewhat fussy Jae-hoon, who has invested in Yeong-su’s film,

asks how preproduction is going, and the drunken Yeong-su replies sarcastically, “Oh,

now you’re interested in me?” (Fig. 1.12). Since the first part of the scene is about the two

men’s disintegrating friendship, the composition gives them the privileged position, with

Jae-hoon in the center of the frame and Yeong-su right beside him, facing us. Su-jeong

becomes a secondary presence, her eyes lowered and her face shielded by strands of hair,

but one can sense some embarrassment in her posture. Jae-hoon lowers his eyes before

Yeong-su’s onslaught, leaving Yeong-su the most visible face at the table. He demands

that Su-jeong serve him, as if flaunting his power over her, and Jae-hoon quietly rises and

leaves the table (Fig. 1.13). This is an attention-getting movement, centered in the frame

and underscored by Yeong-su’s momentary lowering of his eyes. Su-jeong watches Jae-

hoon go out of frame, and the woman in the left foreground also turns her head, in the

process making Su-jeong’s response more visible (Fig. 1.14).

Su-jeong slides into the center slot (Fig. 1.15). This marks a second phase of the scene,

in which she’ll display distress at Yeong-su’s aggressive drunkenness. He urges her to drink,

and as if echoing his demand, the woman on the left picks up a cognac bottle and in-

spects it before pouring herself another (Fig. 1.16). Su-jeong protests softly that she doesn’t

want any more. As she does, the young man in the right foreground puts a restraining

hand on the cognac bottle (Fig. 1.17), but by then the other woman has emptied it. Finally,

Yeong-su accepts Su-jeong’s unwillingness to drink and says, “Okay, my turn,” before gulp-

ing down another glassful (Fig. 1.18). The scene ends with Su-jeong pouring him a fresh

drink (Fig. 1.19).

Hong’s manner of handling requires some fairly careful choreography, most appar-

ent when Su-jeong’s face becomes visible just as Jae-hoon leaves (Fig. 1.14) and when the

youth in the right foreground shifts rightward slightly to let us see Yeong-su drain his

glass greedily (Fig. 1.18). The trouble that Hong and his players have taken yields some
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distinct advantages. By placing the camera somewhat far back, the framing builds the tex-

ture of the scene out of both faces and gestures—the repeated acts of pouring, of check-

ing the cognac bottle, of trying to restrain the second woman. The episode benefits from

the simultaneous presence of action and reaction: while Yeong-su lashes out, we can see

both Jae-hoon’s shame and Su-jeong’s discomfiture, reactions that would have been ren-

dered as successive events if they had been presented in single shots.

Cutting in to singles would also not have permitted Hong to include the sort of small

bodily echoes that researchers tell us are a basic part of human interaction. Conversing

people execute a dance of mirrored postures and gestures.9 Here the echoes underscore

the moment-by-moment turns of action. Yeong-su lowers his head as Jae-hoon leaves;

the woman in the left foreground turns her head in a mimicry of Su-jeong’s head move-

ment (Fig. 1.14); the same woman slides aside just a little bit at the same moment Su-

jeong slips into Jae-hoon’s place (Fig. 1.15). Similarly, while Yeong-su urges a reluctant

Su-jeong to drink, the young man in the foreground tries to keep the other woman from

drinking more (Figs. 1.16–1.17). The nearest couple’s byplay remains subsidiary because

of the way the frame emphasizes the three protagonists. At first, by pivoting two char-

acters’ backs toward us, Hong denies the couple the emphasis that cutting or tracking

shots might give them; but he then makes a virtue of exactly their secondary status. If

Hong had cut around the table to show a two-shot of the woman inspecting the bottle

and of the boy trying to keep her from drinking, he would have underscored actions that

here form a subdued counterpoint to the thrust of the scene. The long take from a middle-
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1.11 The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors (2000). 1.12 The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors.

1.13 The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors. 1.14 The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors.



distance position has produced what Charles Barr calls “gradation of emphasis,” a scale

of dramatic overtones resonating with the shot’s main action.10

Like all stylistic choices, Hong’s approach closes oª other possibilities, but the options

he embraces belong to an important tradition in cinematic staging, one whose implica-

tions go far beyond dinner-table situations. That tradition, running back to the earliest

days of cinema, has become more and more neglected. Few filmmakers today subscribe

to it, and few film scholars probe its possibilities. It is what this book is about.

Over most of cinema’s history, staging was crucial to moviemaking. From the early 1900s

to the 1970s, directors working in film industries on every continent were expected to
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1.15 The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors. 1.16 The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors.

1.17 The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors.

1.19 The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors.

1.18 The Virgin Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors.



turn the script into scenes, and that task involved plotting, moment by moment, the dra-

matic interactions of characters in space. In studio systems, staging was the foundation

of the director’s craft. There were specialists in lighting and costume, set design and cut-

ting, but the director was responsible for shaping the performances across the arc of the

scene. There were no film schools to teach this skill. Directors picked it up through ob-

servation, informal advice, and trial and error. Some mastered only the basics, whereas

others refined their craft to startling levels of subtlety. They seldom talked about it to out-

siders; one finds almost no written record of the schemas guiding staging. We can re-

construct them only through watching the movies.

An unassuming art, it passed unnoticed by audiences. What do we remember from a

movie? Some settings, the actors’ faces, flashes of pathos and humor, a striking line or

gesture. Yet those vivid instants burst out of a quiet, insistent pressure that prepares us

for them, like the small movements and prolonged stillnesses that set into relief Jae-hoon’s

abrupt departure from the table (Figs. 1.12–1.14). It is indeed hard to watch for such things.

We don’t know how the action will unfold, so we cannot usually spot the minor-key prepara-

tory work. For reasons I’ll sketch later, we rightly concentrate on the faces, the words, and

the gestures, testing each one for its relevance to the ongoing story action. Yet the faces

(and the bodies), the words (and the reactions to the words), and the gestures (and the

interplay of gestures) are all working together. At every instant, in most storytelling cin-

ema, cinematic staging delivers the dramatic field to our attention, sculpting it for in-

formative, expressive, and sometimes simply pictorial eªect. We don’t notice it, but it

aªects us.

Nor have critics helped us appreciate this skill, and there are historical reasons why.

As film journalism developed in the 1910s and 1920s, many of the best writers sought

to prove that cinema was a distinct art, owing nothing of consequence to theater. Film

staging seemed “theatrical,” whereas the emerging technique of editing seemed “purely

cinematic.” Thanks to editing, the filmmaker could flash us from one locale to another,

skip over stretches of time, draw metaphorical comparisons, and generate a rhythm purely

out of shots of changing lengths. Small wonder that the most thoughtful critics, as well

as the most imaginative theorists, usually preached the virtues of cutting and ignored

staging. It took another generation of critics, those who grew up with the sound cinema,

to try to right the balance. But their revolution was an unfinished one. To this day critics

praise a virtuoso piece of editing while remaining oblivious to far more subtle and power-

ful passages of staging. Some film theorists call cutting “invisible,” but for both ordinary

moviegoers and film experts, cinematic staging remains a truly imperceptible art.

Which means that we are very far from understanding the robust artistic resources of

staging-driven cinema. In Hong’s drinking scene the filmmaker uses small glances, ges-

tures, and changes of position to give the sustained shot a dramatic arc. There is sus-

pense as we wait for a character’s reaction, surprise when a new piece of information comes

to light in the frame. There is also the gradation of emphasis, the possibility that sec-

ondary aspects of the image can reinforce or play oª the major action. A shot can also
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develop its own distinct expressive dimensions (lassitude, melancholy, or delicacy) and

its own pacing (fleet or lugubrious).

More strikingly, the most adept filmmakers in this tradition exploit all these possibil-

ities while showing that one need not forfeit some of the resources of cutting. The cut-

ting/staging dichotomy is too coarse to be of great critical use. Admittedly, directors work-

ing in the tradition with which I’m concerned have found ingenious equivalents for

close-ups and cut-ins. But editing can cooperate, in subtle ways, with the sustained shot

and the dense image. Indeed, a sustained shot gives the cut a particular saliency, as the

change of shot can be reserved for maximum eªect. Very often, patterns of staging are

bound up with patterns of editing.

This book’s central question, then, is, What aesthetic possibilities emerge when cine-

matic staging is employed in such ways? This is not exactly to ask about acting or ensemble

performance, although both impinge on the phenomenon I’m considering.11 So, too, does

camerawork, particularly the act of framing. Perhaps Eisenstein captures the idea best in

speaking of mise-en-shot, the presentation of an action through the film image. Mise-en-

shot is at once theatrical, involving staging, and pictorial, since the screen, like a paint-

ing, presents the viewer with a framed vertical plane. By analyzing mise-en-shot I hope

to disclose a treasury of quite fine-grained options, some so delicate that they normally

escape our notice.

The impulse for this inquiry stems from my earlier book On the History of Film Style.

That was an exploration of the historiography of style, and in the last chapter I sketched

a history of staging in depth that sought to avoid some of the drawbacks of earlier ac-

counts. That chapter tried to show that we can usefully consider film techniques as so-

lutions to concrete problems of representation and that filmmakers inherit many solu-

tions from the trial-and-error eªorts of their predecessors. In thinking further about the

ways one could move actors around the frame, I was drawn to examine four filmmakers

who worked in the staging-centered tradition. So I decided to examine in detail the stag-

ing strategies of Louis Feuillade, a master of silent-cinema storytelling; Kenji Mizoguchi,

melodramatist of Japan; Theo Angelopoulos, the Greek filmmaker who synthesizes sev-

eral features of European modernism; and Hou Hsiao-hsien, who explored staging strate-

gies within a Taiwanese context. Far from merely illustrating my earlier account, how-

ever, the study of these directors reveals that the tradition is even more supple and subtle

than I had realized. Figures Traced in Light, then, not only oªers concrete illustrations of

ideas proposed in On the History of Film Style; it also refines and extends them.

Certainly we could learn from scrutinizing many other filmmakers, from the 1910s

masters through Keaton, Dreyer, and Eisenstein and on to Chantal Akerman, Otar Iosse-

liani, and Béla Tarr. I select my quartet because they both exemplify some typical norms

and display some unusual exploitations of them. By focusing on a few outstanding ex-

ponents of the style we won’t exhaust it, but we can probe certain possibilities in depth.

I confess, as well, that I was drawn to less-examined figures. There’s still a lot to say about

Renoir, for example, but his staging has been studied a good deal more than that of Mizo-
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guchi, who is no less great a director. Of course, these four directors are not exactly un-

knowns. Feuillade is by common consent one of the most important directors of the 1910s,

and critical opinion of Mizoguchi could hardly be higher. Angelopoulos and Hou have

both backers and detractors, but if critical acclaim counts for anything, they are among

the half-dozen most-praised directors working today. The fact that these directors’ works

are for the most part unavailable in adequate video copies says less about their stature

than about the tastes of the market.

All that granted, though, this is not a set of auteur essays; there are many aspects of

each director’s technique and worldview that I set aside. Indeed, by looking at how these

filmmakers exploit and explore traditions of staging, we open our inquiry to matters not

usually broached in auteur studies. Chapter 2’s examination of Feuillade also shows that

many silent-era filmmakers revealed dazzling resources in the fixed shot. Considering

Mizoguchi (chapter 3) not only demands that we consider the Japanese filmmaking con-

text but also raises issues of how certain staging strategies became integrated with sound

filming and camera movement. In chapter 4 I treat Angelopoulos as a figure who syn-

thesizes trends of the 1950s and 1960s, bending certain options to the purposes of aus-

tere modernism. A study of Hou Hsiao-hsien (chapter 5) allows us to examine how kin-

dred stylistic options became a defining feature of Asian filmmaking.

Apart from tracing an important and somewhat neglected line of film artistry, I have

other goals in view. Most abstractly, I hope to show the viability of a poetics of cinema,

the study of how films work (narratively, stylistically) to shape the audience’s experience.

Cinematic staging oªers a rich repertory of techniques that answer nicely to analysis from

the standpoint of poetics. I don’t intend to make this examination of “cinepoetics” a dry

treatise, however; I hope that this book will further film appreciation for the interested

moviegoer. Most scholars concerned with particular films have concentrated on inter-

preting them at a fairly high level of generality. The scrutiny of style that is common-

place in art history or musicology has still not become well established in film studies.

In particular, film scholars have not helped viewers appreciate what Svetlana Alpers and

Michael Baxandall have called “pictorial intelligence.”12 The demand is all the more press-

ing in that filmmakers expend enormous energies on making things look a certain way

and not others. A poetics of cinema can make us more sensitive to the films we see, en-

couraging us to recognize the skill, and sometimes the brilliance, of the people who make

them. The study of cinematic staging is an ideal way to achieve just this sensitivity. Once

we start to look closely at even a simple scene like Hong’s drinking bout, our awareness

of filmmaking craft and the capacities of the medium deepens. Most optimistically, I hope

that filmmakers—particularly young ones—will here learn about traditions flagrantly

ignored in most movies on view today.

Several thinkers have laid a foundation for understanding the traditions with which I am

concerned. The central figure is the great French critic and theorist André Bazin, who
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formulated a conception of cinema based on the photographic properties of the medium,

its ability to record events in continuous space and time. In tracing out a history of film

style Bazin distinguished between “directors who put their faith in the image” and “di-

rectors who put their faith in reality.” Image-based directors built their style around

painterly manipulations of the image (such as in German Expressionism) or juxtaposi-

tions of images (such as the intellectual montage of Soviet filmmakers). By contrast, di-

rectors who put their faith in reality made cinematic art out of certain phenomenal fea-

tures of the world, such as temporal continuity and spatial adjacency. Bazin believed that

F. W. Murnau, Jean Renoir, Orson Welles, William Wyler, and the Italian neorealists built

very diªerent styles out of cinema’s power to capture the concrete relations of people and

objects knit into the seamless fabric of reality.13

Bazin’s writings of the 1940s and 1950s furnish us a generous array of analytical con-

cepts, most notably bearing on certain techniques that earlier aestheticians had neglected:

the long take, camera movement, and composition in depth (profondeur de champ). The

reality-based directors tended to rely on these techniques, rather than editing and close-

ups, to capture the spatiotemporal continuity of the world in which we live. Very shortly,

though, Bazin found his preferred techniques championed by a slightly younger genera-

tion of critics in love with Hollywood. To Eric Rohmer, Jacques Rivette, François Truªaut,

and other writers at Cahiers du cinéma, a filmmaker’s respect for reality was less important

than an ability to create expressive artifice. Bazin’s key filmmakers, such as Murnau and

Renoir, became stepfathers to Nicholas Ray, George Cukor, Otto Preminger, and above all

Alfred Hitchcock and Howard Hawks. These Hollywood directors also knew how to use

long takes, camera movement, and composition in depth but not principally as a way of

capturing phenomenal reality; now the techniques were vehicles for each director’s unique

conception of the world. These were auteurs, presenting their personal visions on film,

and their chief means of doing so was something called mise-en-scène.

Few terms in film aesthetics are as polyvalent as this one. In French it chiefly means

what we in English call “direction,” and its sources lie in the theater. Mettre en scène is to

“arrange the action onstage,” and it implies controlling performance, lighting, setting,

costume, and the like. Since Bazin, some French critics have treated mise-en-scène as

simply the entire process of directing a film, including everything from staging to edit-

ing and adding music. But the Cahiers critics tended to narrow the term: following Bazin,

they counterposed mise-en-scène to editing (conceived as either aggressive montage or

more standardized continuity cutting). A mise-en-scène director tended to avoid cutting,

creating significance and emotion chiefly by means of what happened within each shot.

The young critics pushed beyond Bazin, treating mise-en-scène as both process and

product. Mise-en-scène comprised all the factors that the director could control during

shooting—the performances, the blocking, the lighting, the placement of the camera.

Thus Hollywood directors, who may not have worked on the film’s script and might have

no say in editing, could still decisively shape the film at the mise-en-scène phase. The

term also referred to the result onscreen: the way the performers fitted into the frame,
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the way the action exfoliated over time. Alexandre Astruc, a contemporary of Bazin’s who

was an important influence on the younger critics, noted: “We have come to realize that

the meaning which the silent cinema tried to give birth to through symbolic association

exists within the image itself, in the development of the narrative, in every gesture of the

characters, in every line of dialogue, in those camera movements which relate objects to

objects and characters to objects.”14 For François Truªaut, mise-en-scène comprised “the

camera position, the angle selected, the shot’s length, an actor’s gesture,” in sum, “at once

the story that is being told and the manner of telling it.”15 (See box.)

The Cahiers critics celebrated Rossellini, Visconti, Cocteau, Bresson, Tati, and other Eu-

ropean filmmakers, but their most controversial strictures on mise-en-scène were pro-

voked by American studio films. Some critics argued that Hollywood resembled a Renais-

sance capital, where experienced craftsmen pooled their talents to create brilliant art.16

At the same time, the technological innovations of color and widescreen seemed to favor

spreading out bodies and objects within an all-encompassing space. “Yes,” remarked Ri-

vette, “ours is the generation of CinemaScope, the generation of metteurs en scène finally

worthy of the name: moving the creatures of our mind around the unlimited stage of the

universe.”17 Above all, an auteur’s work yielded to the sort of thematic interpretation that

had proven valid for literature.18 Mise-en-scène became a vehicle of abstract meaning; if

Sartre had shown that every style conceals a metaphysic, then it was possible to see Hawks

and Hitchcock as conveying profound thoughts about human conduct.

A rival school, centered around the magazine Présence du cinéma (1959–1967), ob-

jected to Cahiers’ canon but celebrated the powers of mise-en-scène in an even more

delirious fashion. Michel Mourlet was the head of the MacMahonists, so called because

of the theater the group frequented. Mourlet’s 1959 manifesto, “Sur un art ignoré,” re-

iterated Bazin’s conception of cinema as an art based in recording and pushed to a limit

certain Cahiers writers’ belief that the cinema was destined to be a “classical” art. For

Mourlet flagrant editing, bizarre camera angles, and strained lighting eªects ran against

film’s inherent bias toward transparent rendering. Cahiers favorites like Hitchcock and

Welles, even Hawks, relied too much on tricks of camerawork and cutting. “The arrange-

ment of actors and objects, their displacements within the frame—this must express

everything.”19 Fritz Lang, Preminger, and very few others had mastered that sober lu-

cidity that could hypnotize the spectator by gestures, looks, and “the tiniest movements

of faces and bodies.”20

The broader Cahiers conception passed into US film culture during the 1960s, when

Andrew Sarris argued for the worth of mise-en-scène, a technique that placed “the em-

phasis on the spectacle itself rather than on the dialectical relationship of separate shots

and images.”21 In Britain the journal Sequence (1946–1952) had disseminated some ideas

resembling Bazin’s, but it was the critics around Movie magazine (founded 1962) who

pioneered the detailed analysis and interpretation of mise-en-scène.22 The essays and

monographs of Robin Wood were perhaps the most influential work in this vein, although

the earliest in-depth study by a Movie critic would seem to be Ian Cameron’s probing 1962
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essay on Antonioni.23 In Film as Film (1972), Movie’s V. F. Perkins put mise-en-scène firmly

at the center of cinematic artistry: “The director’s most significant area of control is over

what happens within the image.”24

The tastes of mise-en-scène critics varied somewhat. Rohmer found in Murnau the

perfect model of a style that blended a respect for natural appearances with the sort of

idealization found in classical art. Rivette championed Hawks and Rossellini, who put

the serenely poised body at the center of the mise-en-scène. The MacMahonists created

a very diverse canon, ranging alongside Lang, Preminger, and Mizoguchi Kenji directors

like Joseph Losey, Cecil B. DeMille, Ida Lupino, and Vittorio Cottafavi (perhaps best known

for Hercules Conquers Atlantis, 1961). The Movie critics, who could wring a dense page of

analysis out of the first shot of Marnie, sought films that created the sort of intricate im-

plication that literary critics found in John Donne or Wallace Stevens. Sarris was more

mystical, finally at a loss to define mise-en-scène except through a hallucinatory rapture.

Watching a little-known Mizoguchi film without subtitles at the Museum of Modern Art,

he was swept away:

Then at the end the beleaguered heroine walks to a restaurant on a hillside overlook-

ing the sea, and she orders something from a waiter in white, and the camera is high

overhead, and the morning mists are bubbling all around, and the camera follows the

waiter as he walks across the terrace to the restaurant and then follows him back to

the heroine’s table now magically, mystically empty. It is as if death had intervened in

the interval of two camera movements, to and fro, and the bubbling mists and the puz-

zled waiter provide the Orphic overtones of the most magical mise-en-scène since the

last deathly images of Murnau’s Tabu.25

Despite diªerences in taste, however, most critics treated mise-en-scène as a knowing yet

natural deployment of figures before the camera. Many still do. Thierry Jousse reminded

1994 readers that all the recent talk about crafting tight screenplays should not obscure

the deciding factor: “Parallel to the dramatic construction of the plot, which can be writ-

ten down, there is a whole technique, or rather an art, of impregnation, of the directing

of bodies, of choreography, of the occupation of space, of natural movement which re-

mains irreducible to the script.”26 And in 2000 a brigade of French reviewers, when asked

to explain what mise-en-scène meant to them, responded that it centered on how the hu-

man figure is displayed across time and space. Mise-en-scène, says one, is a demiurgic

will to control the entire space of a film, the quest for a perfectly adequate image.27

The concept of cinematic staging, as I’ll be using it in the pages that follow, has un-

deniable links to the idea of mise-en-scène, and the critical tradition I’ve just reviewed

has informed my thinking in ways that should be apparent. Several of my points about

Hong Sang-soo’s drinking scene owe a lot to Bazin, especially his emphasis on the dra-

matic advantages of presenting two pieces of information to us simultaneously.28

Nonetheless, it’s worth briefly signaling some distinctions I’ll be drawing.
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MISE-EN-SCÈNE AND CLASSICAL CONTINUITY CINEMA

During the 1920s and 1930s, Hollywood filmmakers blended continuity editing tactics with

prolonged shots in which bodies moved gracefully around the frame. Longish takes allowed

actors to deliver fairly lengthy lines to others, who could react not only through facial ex-

pression but also through gesture and posture. A sophisticated example is the choreog-

raphy in Howard Hawks’s His Girl Friday (1940). The first extended scene is a quietly vir-

tuosic lesson in how to build a conversation around body language: stance, eyeline,

orientation, and gesture. Consider only one passage out of a virtually seamless whole.

Hildy has come to tell Walter she’s getting remarried and quitting the newspaper.Walter

has just ordered his o‹ce manager to contact the governor and pressure him to pardon

the condemned murderer Earl Williams. As Walter launches his eªorts to win Hildy back

through both seduction and intimidation, Hawks asks his players to use their hands, knees,

laps, and angle of head to plot the moment-by-moment flow of comedy, while his shrewd

compositions create and resolve spatial tensions (Figs. 1.20–1.26). Although the Cahiers

critics never analyzed scenes in this sort of detail, they intuitively registered a subtlety of

which the audience was unaware, and they celebrated that “transparency” as a central qual-

ity of “classical” mise-en-scène.
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1.20 His Girl Friday (1940): Walter has ordered his
cronies out of his o‹ce, and the camera dollies in to
frame Walter and Hildy at opposite edges. She stands
warily alert; he stands, feet outspread, hands thrust 
in pockets, sizing her up.

1.21 Walter strides forward as she teases him—
“Well, Walter, I see you’re still at it”—and he sits down,
remarking that it’s the first time he’s double-crossed a
governor. The diagonal running from upper left to
lower right will soon be reversed.
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1.22 Cut in to a medium shot of Hildy, singling out her
reaction and marking a new phase of the scene: “Would
you mind if I sat down?”

1.23 Cut back to the master shot, with Walter still 
in the lower right. “There’s been a lamp burning in 
the window for you, honey.” He lifts his knee above 
the edge of the desk and beckons to her.

1.24 She coolly spurns his invitation, walks to the table,
and perches on it. Refusing to acknowledge her change
of position, Walter remains facing away from her. He
starts to light a cigarette, pointedly not oªering her one
and forcing her to ask for it.

1.26 . . . before Walter deigns to recognize her, rotating
his chair to rebalance the shot. (Compare Fig. 1.21.) He
asks the loaded question: “How long is it?”

1.25 She asks for a match, and he hands her a box of
matches. In a kind of spatial suspense, the unbalanced
composition holds while Hildy lights up . . .


